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About This Game

A Blast From the Past!
8-Bit Armies is a retro Real-Time Strategy game for the PC. With a colorful, blocky voxel art style, 8-Bit Armies is

Petroglyph's most fast-paced, friendly, and accessible RTS game to date. Collect resources, build up and defend your base,
amass your army of military units, and ultimately crush your opponents! 8-Bit Armies features offline single-player missions,

two-player cooperative missions, AI skirmish mode, and Player-vs-Player Multiplayer modes running on dedicated game
servers.

Initial release includes:

25 offline campaign missions

12 co-op missions to play with your friends

10 multiplayer/skirmish maps that support up to 8 players online

AI with multiple difficulty options to play with cooperatively or fight against

Classic Base-Building mechanics let you construct the ultimate HQ from which to launch attacks against your foes

Destructible environments on maps ranging from small to very large
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Easy to understand modern military units and structures lets RTS beginners jump right in

From the same team that brought you RTS classics such as Star Wars: Empire at War, Universe at War, and Grey Goo

8-Bit Armies is for anyone that enjoys RTS games, or felt overwhelmed by more serious games. With hours of solo and co-op
gameplay included, there's something here for everyone!

More reviews from game journalists...

"Its biggest offering to the RTS genre is its brilliant retro design and vivid, colourful graphics coupled with easy-to-learn gameplay.
For those intimidated by the complexity of RTS games, 8-Bit Armies is a great place to start."

- CGMagazine

"Simple and balanced game play make 8-bit Armies an indie game gem! I wasn’t kidding when I said that I can’t stop playing this
game, it is that good!"

- Just Press Start

"I love the the game, and it is definitely worth buying." and... "It's a fun, fun game and I'm absolutely, absolutely loving it!"
- Worth A Buy (YouTube)
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Title: 8-Bit Armies
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Petroglyph
Publisher:
Petroglyph
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2

Processor: 2.6 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTS 250 or ATI Radeon HD 3870

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,French,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Hungarian,Polish,Italian,Arabic,Dutch,Romanian,Turkish
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Great little game for doling out silly insults. A sense of humour is obviously required. :)

It's the same basic mechanic as the first game, with some additions. The characters and dialogue are all new, and the scoring
system is much clearer and seems to have been improved a little. The single-player "Career" has various objectives to complete
so the challenge is a little more engaging. It's still pretty easy to win though.

The possibility of adding custom characters via Steam Workshop is intriguing. Hopefully a few gems will emerge from the
talented army of modders online.. its kinda cool but everything looks the same the story is bad and the gameplay slow, plus you
move like a tank.
overall cool Idea and play style just bad follow through. but if you can get it on sale just to try or something.. Editor is messed
up only reson i wanted the game need to be fixed\
. Been Waiting Months for what should have been in the damn game on retal release its not early access so really features like
sandbox ? campign mode ? they are non existant not to mention bases are not custom they are like a jigsaw puzzle no way to
move say a power gen and place it where they oxygen room stuff is. took so many hours crashing to try to play a full game
finally gave up been waiting months for what was and should be in game as advertised so i call false advertising on this one and
even tho i have passed the playtime and the 2 weeks im going to attempt a refund on the reason for false advertising. The game
can be fun however some of the challenges make me want to kill myself thereby killing all the fun I was/trying to have. Some of
the challenges such as time trials and not having more than 20 people in one group are some of the more annoying ones. I highly
recommend not trying to complete all the challenges.
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You can get those accessory normally in game. It's nice if you want them early, but other than that you should pass.. Ideal for
watching youtube or movies while doing some boring stuff at the same time.. Solid stuff. Hope to see an update that includes
subtraction, apparently I'm not quite as good at maths as I thought.. Garbage shovelled onto steam in its most impure form. I
quite enjoy what Marmoset Hexels 2 has to offer in terms of what tools are availiable.
It is graphically pleasing and just fun to mess around in and see what you can make out of it.

I haven`t used it much, but that doesn`t mean I don`t enjoy it.

Because I do enjoy it.

Pre-gud / 10. I called my build for this the Nose-poeser- hahaha :D
it can obliterate people if you headbutt them. Sunday's prime-time and there's no players on game servers at all!!
I spent almost 10 dollars on this game and you offers me to play with a bunch of bots?!
Return my money!

Guys, don't buy this game!. This game is possibly the most innocent thing ever created. The akward clay-like figures glisten in
the rain, and all leave me smiling at any new phrase they say. Speaking of said phrases, they change (along with the color
scheme and effects) to fit your local weather. This gives you a sort of goal to hear everything possible out of the dorks that
surround you by starting up the game whenever for 15 minutes or so.

Final statement: the cold never boggled me anyway

. I'm definitely having fun discovering the different plants. The art style is simple and cute and I enjoy the overall atmosphere.
The only downside is when my mouse disappears from the screen- even after I his esc to do the quick fix there are still issues.
Specifically I mean that I am no longer able to select my seeds even after this quick fix. I would also love if there was a seperate
slider for music volume vs ambient sounds.
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